ABSTRACT This paper proposes a new method for fast human motion capture based on a single RGB-D sensor. By leveraging the human pose detection results for reinitializing the ICP-based sequential human motion tracking algorithm when tracking failure happens, our system achieves a highly robust and accurate human motion tracking performance even for fast motion. Moreover, the calculation and utilization of semantic tracking loss enable body-part-level motion tracking refinement, which is better than whole-body refinement. Finally, a simple yet effective post-processing method, semantic bidirectional motion blending, for single-view human motion capture is proposed to further improve the tracking accuracy, especially under severe occlusions and fast motion. The results and experiments demonstrate that the proposed method achieves highly accurate and robust human motion capture performance in a very efficient way. Applications include AR&VR, human motion analysis, movie, and gaming.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human motion capture has been a hot topic in computer vision and computer graphics for decades, the goal is to capture the skeleton motion or even dense surface deformation of the subject by using RGB and depth sensors. Although previous systems like [1] - [3] have achieved accurate human motion capture results, they all need to use multiple well-calibrated cameras under a studio setup, which is not only expensive but also hard to use for non-experts. In recent years, benefiting from the performance improvement of the RGB and depth sensors (some widely-used consumer level RGB-D sensors are shown in Fig. 1 ), especially the sensors on the cellphones (e.g., Huawei Mate 30 Pro, Iphone Xs Max and etc.), and the effectiveness of convolutional deep neural networks, learning-based single-view human motion capture (or human pose detection) becomes more and more popular as demonstrated in [4] - [9] . Although learning-based methods are up-and-coming and practical, they still suffer from the limited input information under the single-view setup (e.g., cannot handle fast motion (image blur) and human body
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self-occlusions) as illustrated in Fig. 2 (top row). Moreover, current learning-based methods still cannot produce temporal coherent pose and shape inferences given a video sequence, which is due to most of the learning-based human pose detection methods inference the human pose (and shape) independently for each frame in a video sequence. Other single-view human motion capture methods without utilizing learning techniques, [10] - [12] , and etc., can produce temporal smooth results since they track the whole video sequence in a frame-by-frame manner. However, these methods will quickly fail when fast motion and occlusion happens (as illustrated in Fig. 2(bottom row) ), what's worse, if tracking failure occurs, it is hard for such methods to recover from tracking failures due to the sequential tracking pipeline and strong temporal consistency assumption.
In this paper, we propose a new method for human motion capture using a single RGB-D sensor. Our system achieves state-of-the-art performance, especially under fast motion and severe occlusions. Our method is proposed based on the following two insights:
First, learning-based human pose detection methods and sequential human motion tracking methods are beneficial to each other on improving the robustness of single-view human T. Yu et al.: Towards Robust and Accurate Single-View Fast Human Motion Capture FIGURE 1. Some widely-used consumer level RGB-D sensors. from left to right: microsoft kinect, microsoft Kinect One, microsoft Kinect for azure, asus xtion pro, intel realsense and the true depth camera in apple iphone X, respectively. ) . The top row are color images and the pose detection results of the state-of-the-art method, human mesh recovery [6] , and the bottom row are corresponding depth maps (shown as normalized depth values in HSV color space, for more details about RGB and HSV color space, please refer to [?] and [15] ). Note that the color images are severely blurred due to fast motion and this is especially challenging for detection methods like [6] to generate stable results. Moreover, the depth information lost (invalid depth observations, shown as red color, around the arms) on the depth map due to the fast motion also makes it challenging for tracking methods like [12] to track those fast motion. The main reason is that for a body part, the valid depth observation under fast motion is much less than those under natural motion. motion capture systems. Specifically, when tracking failure happens, the pose detection results can be used to reinitialize the sequential tracking pipeline for recovering from tracking failures. More importantly, when tracking failure happens, reinitializing only the specific missing body parts is much more robust and accurate than reinitializing the whole body at once, which is because that we can eliminate as much as the impact of detection failures on the well-tracked body parts.
FIGURE 2. The impact of fast motion on current consumer RGB-D sensors (we use Kinect2 in this figure
Second, for motion tracking during body part selfocclusions, we can split the process of body part occlusion into two parts: the process of disappearance and the process of reappearance (or never reappear). Our observation is that the tracking performance during the process of body part disappearance is generally robust than the tracking of the process of the reappearance, which is because that we always have continuous observations for the gradually disappeared process, and have discontinuous or even abrupt changes on the observations for the reappeared process. Based on this insight, we perform an additional inverse tracking step for the whole sequence to track the process of reappearance inversely as the process of disappearance and finally, we merge the inverse tracking results into the forward tracking results semantically according to the semantic tracking loss we defined in the method section.
Based on the above insights and strategies, our system achieves accurate and robust human motion capture, especially under fast motion and severe occlusions, using a single RGB-D sensor. The technical contributions include:
• A new method for human motion capture which semantically combines human pose detection with human motion tracking based on the proposed semantic tracking loss. The semantic combination enables sufficient mutual benefiting for detection and tracking methods.
• A novel and efficient post-processing step for single-view human motion capture, which includes inverse tracking and semantic bidirectional motion blending, was proposed to significantly improve the human motion tracking performance especially under fast motion and severe self-occlusions. Moreover, we can also incorporate such a post-processing step into other mocap systems (e.g., [1] and [13] ) to improve the motion capture accuracy further.
II. RELATED WORK
We classify related work into 4 categories: multi-View human performance capture, single-View human motion tracking, learning-Based human pose detection and hybrid methods for human motion capture.
A. MULTI-VIEW HUMAN PERFORMANCE CAPTURE
Multi-view human performance capture has been well studied as demonstrated in [1] , [3] , [13] , and [16] - [26] . Based on the pre-scanned templates, Vlasic et al. [20] track both the shape and pose of the subject using multi-view silhouettes by fitting the template to the generated visual hulls, Gall et al. [1] uses multiple video cameras to reconstruct both the skeleton motion and surface non-rigid deformations of the performer, Ye et al. [23] utilizes multiple handheld RGB-D sensors to reconstruct the motion of interacting performers, Liu et al. [13] achieves robust multi-person motion capture even under severe occlusions by combining semantic segmentation with motion tracking optimization framework, Robertini et al. [26] achieves robust multi-view human motion capture under challenging lighting conditions by contributing an intermediate image representation that is invariant to scene lighting. Although these methods have achieved compelling results, they still need to pre-reconstruct a skinned VOLUME 7, 2019 template for every subject. Moreover, the system setup is expensive and sophisticated. As a result, these systems limit their usage only to researchers and engineers. Joo et al. [3] proposes a unified human model which includes body, face and hands and then use it for total human motion capture using hybrid multi-camera setups. This method leverages the parametric models for human motion capture, which is effective and promising. However, it remains challenging for current parametric models to describe the geometric details of the clothing dressed on the body.
B. SINGLE-VIEW HUMAN MOTION TRACKING
In this category, Ye and Yang [27] estimates the shape and pose for articulated objects simultaneously by embeding the articulated deformation model into a Gaussian Mixture Model. This method requires no explicit point correspondences and is less sensitive to local minimum. However, dense surface geometries of the subjects cannot be reconstructed in this method. Chen et al. [11] proposes a two-step method to reconstruct the shape and pose of the performer separately. Given a template, this method first reconstructs an intrinsic body (or undressed body) by extending the SCAPE model [28] , and then performs real-time human motion tracking using the intrinsic body. Bogo et al. [29] accurately estimates the 3D geometry and appearance of the human body from a monocular RGB-D sequence under fast body movements. However, [11] and [29] are aiming at human shape reconstruction and motion capture for undressed people. Guo et al. [30] proposes a general non-rigid surface tracking method which incorporates L 0 constraints to ''extract'' the intrinsic articulated joints on the surface. Although subwindow-based forward and backward tracking are used in this method for detecting the articulated regions, this method still cannot recover from severe tracking failures especially when it comes to human motion capture due to the lack of human pose detection results. [31] and [12] are the most similar work to ours in this spectrum, they combine DynamicFusion [32] like methods with a multi-person linear model, SMPL model [33] , or kinematic motion constraints to reconstruct detailed surface geometry and motion of the performer. However, these two methods still suffer from occlusions and fast motion, which means they cannot recover from severe tracking failures.
C. LEARNING-BASED HUMAN POSE DETECTION
With the development of machine learning techniques in recent years, learning-based human pose detection becomes a hot topic in computer vision. Representative works include: [4] - [8] , [34] - [47] etc. Among these methods, Shotton et al. [4] , Taylor et al. [34] and Pons-Moll et al. [35] trained a random forest for estimating the 2D joint positions or dense body feature maps from a depth map. Although very efficient, these works tend to produce unstable prediction results when large occlusion happens. Wei et al. [41] improves depth-based human body dense correspondence inference using CNN. Wei et al. [42] and Cao et al. [5] using deep neural networks to predict 2D joint positions and part affinity fields directly from rgb image. Kanazawa et al. [6] trained an end-to-end network to inference the shape and pose parameters of the SMPL model directly from rgb image. In this category, fast movements of the subject will cause severe color image blur and depth information lost, and current methods may produce unstable results under such conditions. Moreover, most of the learning-based methods process sequential frames independently for each frame, thus, they may produce temporal incoherent pose and shape reconstruction results for a video sequence.
D. HYBRID METHODS FOR HUMAN MOTION CAPTURE
There are many methods utilize hybrid hardware setups or hybrid techniques for human performance capture, which turns out to be more robust and accurate. Helten et al. [48] , Von Marcard et al. [49] and Zheng et al. [50] combined visual information with inertial sensors for human motion capture. By incorporating wearable inertial measurement units (IMUs) into the human motion capture system, they can generate accurate results even under severe occlusions. However, to attach several IMUs on the body will somehow limit the motion of the performer and make the system setup relatively complicated. Wei et al. [51] formulates the registration between the articulated human body model and the depth input for each frame as a Maximum A Posterior(MAP) problem, and use depth-based 3D pose detection to initialize the tracking pipeline or recover from tracking failures. However, this method detect and recover tracking failures in a whole-body level without utilizing any body part semantic informations, so it will generate unstable results when only a little part of the body get lost and the detection result of another body part is wrong. Elhayek et al. [52] combines learning-based 2D joint detection with kinematic skeleton tracking using multiple rgb cameras. Different from [51] , a new energy term based on the 2D joint detection results is incorporated into the kinematic tracking optimization step for every frame. Such a system is fully automatic and robust. However, the accuracy of the system relys heavily on the accuracy of the pose detector, which results in unstable results when the detector get failed. Mehta et al. [7] combines a new convolutional neural network (CNN) based pose regressor with kinematic skeleton fitting and regress 2D and 3D joint positions jointly in real-time. Xiang et al. [9] trained a deep neural network to predict the parameters of the body model in [3] , and then using appearance-based tracking method to ''smooth'' the per-frame prediction results. Xu et al. [53] also combines detection and tracking for human performance capture using a monocular video, they use batch-based pose estimation to optimize per-batch poses under the constraints from 2D&3D joint detections and trajectory subspace. After that, they perform non-rigid surface deformation to fit the silhouettes. Habermann et al. [54] further improves the runtime efficiency for [53] and achieves real-time monocular human performance capture using two graphics cards. Although the FIGURE 3. System pipeline. We first perform semantic hybrid motion capture as a forward tracking step, as shown in the left part. Note that the blue-color-parts are must-perform programs for each frame and the green-color-parts represent the detection-based tracking reinitialization step which will only perform when the inspector has detected tracking failures. After forward tracking, we perform semantic bidirectional motion blending (right part), which includes inverse tracking (the yellow arrow) and semantic blending, to get the final results.
rgb-based tracking-with-detection methods mentioned above have shown promising results, they still suffer from severe image blur and depth ambiguity.
III. OVERVIEW
The pipeline of our system includes two steps, as shown in Fig. 3 : a real-time semantic hybrid motion capture step for forward motion capture and an offline semantic bidirectional motion blending step (an efficient post-processing step) to improve the final motion capture accuracy further. Semantic hybrid motion capture: In this step, we combine ICP-based skeleton tracking with 3D pose detection to achieve robust motion capture. Specifically, we implement a tracking inspector to inspect current tracking status, and if tracking failures happened, we use the detected pose to reinitialize the tracking pipeline. However, different from previous methods, we incorporate semantic information into the motion capture system not only for detecting tracking failures in body-part-level but also for semantically reinitializing only the fail-tracked body parts and to make sure the well-tracked body parts be safe from the unstable detection results. Note that we use the tracking method in [12] for ICP-based motion tracking and the method in [6] for human pose detection, and both of them are state-of-the-art methods. Note that the code, model and data of [6] have already been open sourced, and more details about [6] and [12] can be found in the corresponding papers.
Semantic bidirectional motion blending: after forward motion capture, we perform an additional inverse tracking step and then blend the motion capture results of forward tracking and inverse tracking semantically according to the body-part-level tracking loss. This post-processing step is very efficient (similar to the real-time efficiency) but can significantly improve the motion capture accuracy, especially under fast motion and severe occlusions. 
IV. METHOD A. SEMANTIC HYBRID MOTION CAPTURE 1) INSPECTOR
The main task of the inspector is to calculate the semantic tracking loss after the tracking step and generate a semantic mask M b for the detection term in (4).
Our insight is that for human motion capture, most of the tracking failures appeared on the limbs but not the torso. This is reasonable since limbs are generally much thinner than torso. Moreover, limbs usually move much more faster than torso. Based on this observation, we split the skeleton topology of the SMPL model into 4 limbs (left/right arm and left/right leg) as shown in Fig. 4 and only inspect the tracking status for these 4 limbs. We also found that in practice, split into 4 limbs can always generate better results than other much fine grained levels (e.g., 8 body parts).
Previous methods usually set the residue of the tracking optimization as the tracking loss for detecting tracking failures. However, the residue after tracking optimization is the summation of loss for all the visible vertices, so the tracking loss will change with the vertex numbers on the template mesh or even with the depth resultion. Under this condition, VOLUME 7, 2019 it is hard to set a unified threshold to detect tracking failures only according to tracking loss. To overcome this problem, we define a simple yet robust tracking loss between the tracked surface and the depth input. The priciples are: First, the tracked geometry surface should replicate current depth input; Second, the tracking loss should not depending heavily on the depth resolution and template surface resolution. Therefore, we calculate the semantic weighted average error according to the tracking error of all the visible vertices. Specifically, if we project a visible surface vertex on the depth map, the depth value of the vertex and the corresponding depth value on the depth map should be very close. Moreover, if a surface vertex cannot find any valid depth observation after projection, the tracking of this vertex may get failed. However, we found that there always exists severe information lost on the depth map especially under fast body motion as shown in Fig. 5(a) (left arm of the performer) . Under such conditions, even if we successfully track the body motion, there still exists a large amount of visible surface vertices which cannot find valid depth observations. This is because the geometry template is always complete and do not suffer from information lost under fast motion as shown in Fig. 5(c) . So we relax the hard priciple and define per-vertex surface tracking loss as:
where
T is a visible vertex on the template surface, (v i ) is a perspective projection function that calcultes the 2D pixel coordinates of v i on the depth map D, N( (v i )) is the set of neighboring depth pixels in a local window centered by (v i ) and we set the window size as 5, D(m, n) acquires the depth value at coordinate (m, n) on the depth map D. We found that generally a 5-pixels local window is a good balance for consumer depth sensors (we use Kinect2 for all the cases). However, this value may be a little bit different for other kinds of depth sensors. For those vertices that still cannot find valid depth observations on the depth map after using (1), we simply set their tracking loss as 10 since they are located far from the valid foreground region and the tracking loss should be large enough for the inspector to detect severe tracking failures. After calculating the tracking loss e(v i ) for all the visible vertices, we use them to calculate the semantic tracking loss which is used to detect tracking failures in body-part-level. We first ''distribute'' per-vertex tracking loss to all the body parts according to the vertex skinning weights W(v i ), and then calculate weighted tracking loss for each body parts as:
where L T b is a vector of size 24 (joint number of the SMPL model) that represents the weighted average tracking loss corresponding to each body parts. P(T ) represents the set of all the visible vertex indices on the template T . Note that we offscreen render a depth map for T and use it for vertex-visibility testing, which is robust and efficient. W(v i ) calculates the skinning weight for v i as in [12] , and the skinning weight is represented by a vector of size 24 and satisfies After calculating L b , we calculate the semantic tracking loss L that defined on each limbs by summarizing the weighted average body part tracking loss for each limb. To detect tracking failures, we set a unified tracking loss threshold t, and regard a limb as lost if its semantic tracking loss is bigger than t. Finally, M b is generated according to the tracking status of each limb. Specifically, M b is a vector with the same size of θ, and if a limb get lost, we set all the 3 rotation degree-of-freedoms of the joints belong to this limb as 1 in M b , which means we should incorporate detection constraints for this limb in the tracking step. Otherwise the M b is set to 0 to eliminate the impact of failure detections on well-tracked limbs. Note that we set t = 4 for all the cases and we also eliminate the tracking loss corresponding to two feet joints since there always contains significant segmentation errors around the feet on the depth map.
2) DETECTOR
We use the state-of-the-art end-to-end network [6] for 3D human pose detection. The input of this method is an rgb image and the output is the shape β and pose θ parameters of the SMPL model S.
3) TRACKER
To reconstruct the dense surface motion of the performer, we need to reconstruct a detailed geometric template before motion capture, which is always time consuming. Thanks to the efficiency and robustness of [12] , we can ''eliminate'' the template reconstruction step by naturally turnning around in front of the sensor and then start motion capture immediately. This is because [12] is a real-time human performance capture system that performs non-rigid surface tracking and truncated-signed-distance-field-based geometry fusion (TSDF Fusion) iteratively for each input depth frame, it will generate a detailed and complete geometry surface after it has ''observed'' enough depth information of the performer (generally a natural turnning around motion is enough for detailed template reconstruction for [12] ). More importantly, in the motion tracking step, [12] also leverages the SMPL model S as a strong prior and jointly track the skeleton motion θ of the SMPL model and the non-rigid deformation of the detailed geometry surface with mutural constraints. As a result, it is straightforward to combine [12] with [6] because they share the same pose definition with parameters θ. However, a simple combination will generate even worse results due to the unstable detection results and frequently occurred self-occlusions as shown in Fig. 9 . Our tracker is based on [12] that utilizes both the inner SMPL model and the outer template surface for correspondence searching. And we also track the skeleton motion and surface non-rigid deformation jointly using a single optimization process. However, different from [12] , we incorporate an additional detection term E detect into the tracking energy funciton. The definition of the tracking energy function is:
where E data , E bind , E reg and E prior are energies of data, binding, regularization and pose prior respectively, please refer to [12] for more detailed definitions. The definition of the detection term is:
where M b is a semantic mask that generated by the Inspector to filter out those body parts that do not need to be constrained by using the detection term, θ d is the detected pose parameters from [6] and θ t is the tracked pose of current frame. We use an efficient GPU-based Gauss-Newton solver as in [12] to solve (3) for achiving real-time performance for the forward tracking step. Note that we set λ detect = 10 for all the cases to ensure a heavy detection constraint when tracking failure happens.
Benefiting from the high efficiency of the tracker and the detector we used, the forward tracking step of our system can be achieved in real-time, which is very important for many interactive applications.
B. SEMANTIC BIDIRECTIONAL MOTION BLENDING
Semantic bidirectional motion blending includes two steps: inverse tracking and semantic motion blending.
1) INVERSE TRACKING
Although the forward tracking step is robust against tracking failures, the accuracy of the motion capture is still not good enough especially under severe self-occlusions, which remains a challenging problem for single-view human motion capture. So the question is: can we track the motion of the body under severe occlusions and even generate reasonable motion when a body part has been totally occluded. Our insight is: we can define the whole occlusion process of a body part as a disappeared-and-then-reappeared process, and current tracking methods are relatively robust to handle the disappeared process but weak to handle the reappeared process. This is reasonable since we always have continuous depth observations of the ''gradually'' disappeared body parts. However, if the body part ''suddenly'' reappeared with large occluded motion, the depth observations may contain abrupt changes and it is challenging to track those kinds of motion as shown in the top two rows of Fig. 6 . Thus, we generate the idea to additionally track the whole sequence VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Sequential reconstruction results of 3 sequences. For each sequence, from top to bottom are the masked color images using depth map, rendered depth observations and our human motion capture results, respectively. 85554 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 8. Comparison with two element methods, DoubleFusion [12] and HMR [6] , of our system. In each subfigure, from left to right are rendered depth observation, dense surface reconstruction results of DoubleFusion [12] and our method, overlay between rendered depth observation and rendered live SMPL model (which is used to better represent the human pose reconstruction results) of our method and HMR [6] . Note that we mark the primary reconstruction failures using red circles.
inversely from the last frame to the first frame after the forward tracking step. Under this condition, all of the ''suddenly'' reappeared process will become ''gradually'' disappeared process in the view of the motion capture algorithm. As shown in the third row of Fig. 6 , inverse tracking can produce robust tracking results for the ''suddenly'' reappeared left arm of the subject.
2) SEMANTIC MOTION BLENDING
After finished forward and inverse tracking, we get the final pose reconstruction results by blending the results of the two steps semantically for each limb. Specifically, for each frame, we calculate the final pose of joint j as:
where F(·) converts quaterions to axis-angles. Slerp(·) represents spherical linear interpolation and it is used to solve the ambiguities during motion blending of the axis-angle representation. L i f and L i b are semantic tracking loss of the corresponding limb in the forward and backward tracking step, respectively. Q(·) converts axis-angles to quaternions. θ f j and θ b j corresponding to the tracked poses (axis-angles) of joint j in the forward and backward tracking step, respectively. Note that as a post-processing step, semantic bidirectional motion blending is very efficient and can significantly improve the motion capture accuracy as shown in the last row of Fig. 6 . Moreover, such a post-processing step can be used in other motion capture systems to improve the accuracy.
V. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS

A. RESULTS
The sequential reconstruction results of our system is shown in Fig. 7 , and we can see that our system achieves robust and accurate human motion capture results even under fast motion and severe self-occlusions.
B. EXPERIMENTS
In this subsection, we first qualitatively compare our method with the two element methods of our system, DoubleFusion [12] and HMR [6] , to demonstrate the effectiveness of the new system. Moreover, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed semantic tracking loss and the body-part-level reinitialization scheme, we also implement and compare with a basic hybrid motion tracking pipeline (in which we detect the tracking failures and reinitialize the tracking pipeline in the full-body-level without using any semantic information, note that this is also the classical detection&tracking combination scheme used in previous hybrid motion capture systems like [51] and etc.). Then, we perform quantitative evaluation of our method based on the tracking loss. Finally, we perform an additional quantitative evaluation using the BodyFusionVicon Dataset [31] to further evaluate the improvement of our system. Since our pipeline is mainly based on two state-of-the-art methods: DoubleFusion [12] and HMR [6] , we regard them as the two element methods of our system. We first compare with the two element methods qualitatively to evaluate the significant performance improvment of the proposed method. As shown in Fig. 8 , by combining detection method with tracking method in a much more semantic way and using the proposed bidirectional motion blending technique, our system achieves much more robust and accurate human motion capture results than both the detection-only-method [6] and the tracking-only-method [12] . Specifically, [6] mainly suffers from unstable detection results (e.g., jittering) and [12] cannot recovers from tracking failures and will produce deteriorated results under severe self-occlusions. Please refer to the supplementary video for more detailed comparisons.
The comparison between the basic hybrid motion capture pipeline and our semantic hybrid motion capture pipeline is shown in Fig. 9 . Note that we eliminate the post-processing (motion blending) step for both of them for a more clear comparison. From the figure, we can see that if we detect and recover from the tracking failures in full-body-level, although FIGURE 10. Per-frame tracking loss of the DoubleFusion [12] , the forward-tracking-only method and the full method of our pipeline, respectively. Note that the per-frame tracking loss is calculated by summarizing all the semantic tracking losses (2) at current frame. The results shown in this figure are corresponding to squence ''Fast Motion'' from frame 600 to 1040 as shown in the supplementary video. Note that by combining detection with tracking semantically in the forward tracking step, we can achieve more accurate motion capture results compared with the DoubleFusion [12] . Moreover, with the help of the proposed bidirectional motion blending, we further significantly improved the human motion capture accuracy. we can recover from the tracking failures of some body parts, the tracking of the other well-tracked body parts will be affected by the unstable pose detection results. Specifically, in the last row of the figure, only the right arm of the subject get lost in the previous frame, and both the basic and the semantic method recover the tracking failure of the right arm in current frame as shown in (c-f). However, the pose detection result of the left arm is inaccurate at the current frame, which leads to deteriorated motion capture result of the left arm for the basic method as shown in (c) and (d). By using the proposed semantic tracking loss and bodypart-level reinitialization scheme, our method will only use the detection results to reinitialize the fail-tracked right arm but not the other well-tracked body parts, thus successfully eliminate the effect of the inaccurate detection result of the left arm. Please also refer to the supplementary video for more detailed comparisons.
The quantitative evaluations of different components of our pipeline are shown in Fig. 10 and Table. 1. Note that the proposed semantic hybrid motion capture method (forward tracking method) achieves lower tracking loss than the tracking-only-method DoubleFusion [12] . Moreover, the proposed semantic bidirectional motion blending technique is effective and achieves significantly improvement on the reconstruction accuracy especially under fast motion can severe self-occlusions.
We also evaluate our method using the BodyFusionVicon dataset [31] , which was captured using commercial optical motion capture system, VICON, and a Microsoft FIGURE 11. Quantitative evaluation using the BodyFusionVicon dataset. Note that the per-frame average error of the attached markers (captured by VICON system) of our method is much more stable than the other two methods. This is mainly benefiting from the proposed bidirectional motion blending technique (with which we can produce much more stable results under self-occlusions) since the body motion in the BodyFusionVicon dataset is relatively slow.
Kinect RGB-D sensor. As shown in Fig. 11 , our method achieves much more stable motion capture accuracy than DoubleFusion [12] and BodyFusion [31] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a hybrid motion capture system which combines pose detection with motion tracking semantically for real-time human motion capture. In which we demonstrate that learning-based human pose detection methods and ICP-based human motion tracking methods can be used together and benefit each other by incorporating semantic information into the system. Moreover, our system can also benefit from the future advancements of both the detection and the tracking methods. Finally, an efficient and effective post-processing method, bidirectional motion blending, for human motion capture is proposed to improve the motion capture accuracy further. Note that the proposed bidirectional motion blending method can also be used to improve the accuracy of other single-view human motion capture systems.
One of the limitations of our system is that we cannot handle fast motion capture when the subject is wearing very loose cloth (e.g., long skirt), which is mainly due to the ambiguity on the input depth map. Specifically, the observed motion of the loose cloth on the depth maps may differ too much from the articulated human motion prior used in our method. Also, our system cannot handle more detailed level surface motion capture, such as capturing cloth wrinkles. Note that these two limitations are also very challenging for current state-ofthe-art human performance capture systems and remain open directions for future research. Finally, it remains challenging for our method (and also the previous methods) to generate very robust and accurate motion capture results under challenging motion with severe occlusions using a single RGB-D sensor (as shown in the supplementary video). Under such conditions, using multiple sensors may get better results.
Applications of our system include AR&VR, human motion analysis, virtual try-on, or even human-computer interaction and telepresence. 
